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In this paper we estimate the Sobolev norm of a product of two scalar functions.
The proof is direct and it follows by use of the LittlewoodPaley theory.  2001
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the best possible asymmetric estimate of a
product of two scalar functions defined on  n. The estimate is particularly
interesting for products of the form u which appear in the NavierStokes
equation and various kinetic equations as well. The results similar to the
 one presented here can be found in 6, 7 ; however, our proofs are
different. Namely, we phrase the statement in terms of the Bessel spaces
and prove it directly by use of the LizorkinTriebel spaces and the
 LittlewoodPaley theory. We follow ideas presented in the paper 3
extending the result therein on products of functions for a greater class of
 function spaces. The proof of Theorem 1.2 in 3 is complete for d 3 and
we follow it, while the cases d 0, 1, 2 require a different argument which
we give here. Correcting this point also requires that the statement of the
  Ž .main theorem in 3 must be modified see Corollary 2.2 .
By S we denote the Schwartz class of rapidly decreasing C-functions
on  n. Its topological dual, the space of tempered distributions, is denoted
by S ; the space of compactly supported C-functions on  n we denote by
D, while O denotes the space of polynomially bounded C-functions on
 n. The Fourier transform of a tempered distribution f is denoted by F f.
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For f S , it is defined by
F f   e2 i x f x dx .Ž . Ž . Ž .H
n
1Ž 2   2 .z2For z, the Bessel kernel is given by G  F 1	 4  . Ifz
z  0, the function G is positive, integrable, radial, and radially decreas-z
ing. For z, it holds FG  O, so the operatorz
G : S  S , G gG  gz z z
is well-defined and injective. For 1
 p   and z, we define the
p, z p, z p, zŽ n. pŽ n.Bessel potential spaces L by L  L   G L  . Thenz
the map G  p : L p L p, z is invertible with inverse G . Equipped withz L z
     1ŽŽ 2   2 . z2 .  the norm f  g  F 1	 4  F f , where  isp, z p p p
the usual L p-norm, L p, z becomes a Banach space with dual space Lq,z,
² :where 1p	 1q 1. All dual products we denote by  ,  . The
 4Schwartz class, the space D, and the set P f S : F fD are dense
in L p, z for any 1
 p  , z. If s  r and 1
 p   then L p, r is
continuously imbedded in L p, s. We make use of the following fundamen-
p, z z, pŽ n.tal result: L coincides with the Sobolev space W  for integer
values of z if 1  p  , and for all z when p 2. In general some
Ž  .imbeddings hold see 1, 2 .
2. THE INEQUALITY
Now we are able to state the main result of the paper:
THEOREM 2.1. Let 1  p   and r, s, n such that
n n n n
r  , s  , r	 s  max  	 , 0 ,½ 5p p q p
where 1p	 1q 1. Then for t r	 s np and distributions u L p, s,
  L p, r such that if p  2 one of the following is fulfilled: u Lq,r or
  Lq,s, one has u  L p, t and the following inequality holds
     u 
 C u  .p , t p , s p , r
Note that the conditions of the theorem imply r	 s  0. Therefore at
least one of the distributions u L p, s,   L p, r is actually a function. A
product of a function and a distribution is not defined in general, so the
additional assumption, u Lq,r or   Lq,s, allows us to give the
 meaning to the term u via the so-called duality method 4 . Let us assume
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that u Lq,r. Then there is a unique distribution  such that
² : ² : q , rp , r , 	   , u	 , 	D.D LD  L
Therefore we denote  u , which has the usual meaning when u and 
Ž . Ž Žare functions. If 1  p
 2, then 1
 p
 q p p 1  np n s	
. . p, sr p by assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Hence L is continuously imbedded
q,r p, r q,s Ž  .in L , as well as L in L see 1, Theorem 7.63 . Therefore the
additional assumption is unnecessary and we omit it in the theorem. For
p 2 because of s	 r  0 it follows L2, s L2,r and L2, r L2,s and
the conclusion easily follows.
We stress the special case p 2 and specialize Theorem 2.1 for the
product u and r s:
n nCOROLLARY 2.1. Let n, p 2, and r, s such that r  , s  ,2 2
0  r	 s. Then for t r	 s n2 and distributions u L2, s,   L2, r
one has u  L2, t and the following inequality holds
     u 
 C u  .2, t 2, s 2, r
COROLLARY 2.2. Let 1  p   and t, n such that
n n n
max  ,  t   1,½ 5q p p
Ž .where 1p	 1q 1. Then for s 12 np	 t	 1 and distributions u,
  L p, s such that if p  2 one of the following is fulfilled, u Lq,s	1 or
  Lq,s	1, one has u  L p, t and the following inequality holds
     u 
 C u  .p , t p , s p , s
3. THE PROOF
1Ž . Ž .Let 
 S , supp F
 B 0, 1 , and F
 1 on B 0, . We define2
k n k  4
 x  2 
 2 x , k 0 ,Ž . Ž .k
 x  
 x  
 x , k.Ž . Ž . Ž .k k k1
Then it is easy to show
k  4supp F
  B 0, 2 , k 0 ,Ž .k
1Ž .
supp F  B 0, 2 k  B 0, 2 k2 , k.Ž . Ž .k
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 Ž . Ž .To shorten notations we denote   
 and  x   x . We define0 k k
the following linear operators on S  by
   4S f 
  f ,  f   f ,  f   f , k 0 .k k k k k k
The following identities hold
 

  I ,   I , 2Ž .Ý Ýk k
k0 k0
where the convergence of the sums is strong in any of the spaces
S , S , L p, z.
The LizorkinTriebel space F p,  is a space of all   S  such thatz
1
 zk
p ,     2    .ÝF kz ž /
k0 p
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the fact that F p, 2 coincides withz
p, z L for any z and 1  p   with equivalence of norms 2, Theorem
4.2.2 ; i.e., there are constants A , A such that1 2
p , z     p ,2    L A  
  
 A  . 3Ž .p , z F p , z1 2z
 In analogy with 5, VI 7.14 we state:
LEMMA 3.1. Let 0  a
 b   and 1  p  , z. Suppose that a
Ž zk . pŽ 2 .family of functions f , k is such that 2 f  L l and F f isk k k k
 k   k4supported in  : a2 
  
 b2 . Then
12 
22 zk  f 
 A 2 f .Ý Ýk kž /
k0 k0p , z p
lProof. For a fixed l let us define the operator  gÝ  g.k  j 
 l kj
Here we assume that   0 if k  0. Then by the Minkowski inequalityk
Ž .and the equivalence of the norms 3 it follows
12
22 zk l 2  gÝ kž /
k0 q
12
22 zk    
 2 l	 1 2  g 
 C g . 4Ž . Ž .Ý q ,zkž /
k0 q
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Let l be chosen such that 1a  2 l, b  2 l2. Then for fixed k and
j such that j  l it follows b2 k  2 k	 j2, so supp F  supp F fk	 j k
. In the same way for j l one gets 2 k j  a2 k, so supp F k j
   l k	lsupp F f . Therefore f Ý  f Ý  f   f . Hence,k k i0 i k ikl i k k k
for any function gP we calculate
  
l l² : ² :f , g   f , g  f ,  g ,Ý Ý Ýkk k k k¦ ;
k0 k0 k0
where the sums are finite by the definition of P. It follows that
12 
22 k z    f , g 
 C 2 f gÝ Ý q ,zk k¦ ; ž /
k0 k0 p
Ž .by the Holder inequality applied twice and the inequality 4 , where¨
q,z1p	 1q 1. This proves the lemma by density of P in L .
˜ Ž .  Ž . Let us denote  x   x . As a consequence of the Feffermannk k
 Stein maximal inequality 2, Theorem 1.1.2 one has:
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose 1  p   and 1   . Then there is a con-
stant A such that
1 1 
 ˜     f 
 A f ,Ý Ýk k kž / ž /
k0 k0p p
Ž . pŽ  . nfor all sequences f  L l on  .k k
Proof of Theorem 2.1. In the sequel p and q denote conjugate indices
p, s q,r p, r Ž1p	 1q 1. Let u L  L ,   L the same argument ap-
.plies for the other assumption . If r  0 and 	 S by positivity of the
Bessel kernel G it followsr
             u	  G  u	 
 	 G  u 
 	 u . 5Ž . Ž .q ,r q  q  q ,rr r
By duality the result follows for r  0 as well. Therefore there is unique
 S  such that
² : ² : q , rp , r , 	   , u	 , 	 SS LS  L
 and defines the product u  S  by means of the duality method 4 .
In the rest of the proof we estimate the product u . We prove the
inequality for u and  in a dense subset and then extend the inequality by
density.
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The convolution of any tempered distribution with  is denoted byj
Ž .index j     ; we adopt the convention that   0 for negative l. Inj j l
general   S  and   S . Hence   O and F  F F .j j j j
The following inequalities will be used
  n j 
 C2 , 6Ž .j
  Žn pz . j 
 C2 , 7Ž .q ,zj
  Žn pz . j  u 
 2 u , 8Ž . p , zj
  z j  u 
 C2 u , 9Ž .p p , zj
p, z Ž .for any u L , 1  p  , z. The estimate 6 is a direct conse-
Ž .quence of the definition of  , while the estimate 7 uses Lemma 3.1 andj
  Žn p. j  Ž . n Ž . Ž .  2 
   2 
 2 . For 8 we argue asq qj
  ² :     u x  u ,  x  
 u  x Ž . Ž . Ž .p , z q ,zj j j
    Žn pz . j  
 u  
 C2 u ,p , z q ,z p , zj
by translation invariance in the argument of the Lq,z norm. The inequal-
Ž . Ž .ity 9 is a direct consequence of 3 .
Ž .Let u,   O such that Fu, F have compact support. Equation 2
implies
  
u x  x  u x  x  u x  x 	 u x  x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýj l j	d j j j	d
j0 d0 d1
j0 j0l0
10Ž .
where the sums are finite.
Ž .Fix d  2 and consider the first term in the right hand side of 10 .
Ž .  j	dŽ 2 d .   j	dŽ d .4Because of supp F u    : 2 2  2 
  
 2 1	 2j	d j
the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 are fulfilled. Hence
12 
22 tŽ j	d .  u  
 C 2 u  .Ý Ýj	d j j	d j
j0 j0p , t p
 Ž .The L estimate 8 applied on  impliesj
12 
2Ž st .d 2Ž j	d . s   u  
 C2  2 uÝ Ýp , rj	d j j	d
j0 j0p , t p
Ž st .d    
 C2 u  .p , s p , r
Because s t np r  0, the last estimate is summable over d.
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Ž .For the second sum in 10 and d  2 we argue the same way, but
estimating u in L norm. We obtain the estimatej

Ž rt .d    u  
 C2 u  .Ý p , s p , rj j	d
j0 p , t
Because r t np s  0, this estimate is summable over d as well.
Ž .The cases d 0, 1, 2, in the first sum in 10 , need separate treatment.
Ž .We use 3 to obtain
122  
2 tku  
 C 2   u Ž .Ý Ý Ýj	d j k j	d j
j0 k0 j0p , t p

tk 
 C 2   u  .Ž .Ý k j	d jž /
2j0 pk l
  jŽ d .The term u  is supported in frequency on  
 2 2 	 1 . Hence thej	d j
Ž .terms   u  are identically zero for 0
 j
 k 3 d. Thereforek j	d j
 
tk u  
 C 2   u Ž .Ý Ýj	d j k j	d jž /
2j0 jkd2p , t pk l

tk 
 C 2   u Ž .Ž .Ý k k	d	 k	 k
22d pl

tk 2  
 C 2   u Ž .Ž .Ý lk k	d	 k	 k
2d p
12 
22 tk  
 C 2   u  .Ž .Ý Ý k k	d	 k	
2d k0 p
In the sequel we show that the summands in the last sum decrease
geometrically in  ; we show that for all 3 d, and some  0
12
22 tk     2   u  
 C2 u  . 11Ž . Ž .Ý p , s p , rk k		d k	
k0 p
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Let 1  a, b   such that 1a	 1b 1, 1  a  p
 b   and
a  2. The Holder inequality implies¨
tk  2   u  xŽ . Ž .k k		d k	
1a 1ba btk ˜ ˜   
 2   u x    xŽ . Ž .k k		d k k	
1bb 1 b p b Ž1p b.tk tk˜        2    x 
 2   Ž .  p k k	 k k	 k	
sŽk	 .Žn b	t .   C2  ,p , r
Ž . Ž . Ž .where we also used 6 , 8 , and 9 . It follows that
1aatk sŽk	 .Žn b	t . ˜     2   u  
 C2   u  .Ž . p , rk k		d k	 k k		d
12Ž .
Ž .Now, from 12 and Lemma 3.2 it follows that
12
22 tk  2   u Ž .Ý k k		d k	
k0 p
12
2aaŽn b	t .sd 2 sŽk		d . ˜    
 C2 2   u Ž .Ý p , rk k		d
k0 p
1aa2
2aaŽn b	t .sd 2 sŽk		d . ˜     C2 2   u Ž .Ý p , rk k		d
k0 pa
1aa2
2aaŽn b	t .sd 2 sŽk		d .    
 C2 2 u Ž .Ý p , rk		d
k0 pa
12
2Žn b	t .sd 2 sŽk		d .     C2 2 u Ý p , rk		d
k0 p
Ž n b	t .sd    
 C2 u  .p , s p , r
For the last term to be summable over  it is sufficient that
n
	 t  0, 1  a  p
 b  , 1a	 1b 1, a  2. 13Ž .
b
Ž .For the second sum in 10 and d 1, 2, we argue the same way
changing the roles of u and  and s and r. We obtain the estimate
12
22 tk Žn b	t .r d     2   u  
 C2 u  .Ž .Ý p , s p , rk k	 k		d
k0 p
Ž .Again, 13 is sufficient for the summability over  of the last estimate.
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For 2
 p   because of r	 s  0 it follows p nt, so b can be
Ž .chosen such that 2
 p  b nt and 13 follows. For 1  p  2
because of condition r	 s  np nq it follows q nt, so b can
Ž .be chosen such that 2  q  b nt. Again 13 is fulfilled. This proves
Ž .11 .
Thus for u,   O such that Fu, F are compactly supported the
theorem is proved.
Let us now consider u L p, s Lq,r,   L p, r. Then S u, S   O,k m
p, s q,r p, r Ž . Ž .S u L  L , S   L . Moreover, F S u and F S  are com-k m k k
pactly supported and one has the strong convergences
S u u , in L p , s , 14Ž .k
S u u , in Lq ,r , 15Ž .k
S   , in L p , r . 16Ž .m
Moreover, there is an uniform bound for the sequence S uk
             S u  
 u  
  G u 
 
 u  
 u .Ž .p , s p , s p 1 p , s 1 p , sk k k s k
Hence for any k, m we obtain the estimate
         S u S  
 C S u S  
 C u  . 17Ž .p , t p , s p , r p , s p , rk m k m
Ž . p, tFor fixed m, from 17 , it follows that there is   L such thatm
S u S   , in L p , t weakly, 18Ž .k m m
when k goes to infinity. The function S  is in O, so the product u S  ism m
well-defined. For 	D we calculate
² : ² : ² :u S   , 	  u S u , 	S  	 S u S    , 	 .m m k m k m m
Ž . Ž .The convergences 14 and 18 imply   u S  and the followingm m
     inequality holds u S  
 C u  . This estimate implies thep, t p, s p, rm
existence of a distribution  L p, t such that
p , t      u S   , in L weakly, and  
 C u  . 19Ž .p , t p , s p , rm
Ž . ² : ² :By use of 5 it follows that  , u	 and S  , u	 are well-defined.m
Ž .Moreover, due to 15 this estimate implies the strong convergence of the
sequence 	S u to the product 	u in the space Lq,r. Therefore by takingk
² :the limit, when k tends to infinity, in the equation S u S  , 	 k m
² : ² : ² :S  , 	S u , one gets u S  , 	  S  , 	u . Hencem k m m
² : ² : ² : ² : , 	   , u	   u S  , 	 	 S   , u	 ,m m
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Ž . Ž . ² : ² :so by 19 and 16 it follows  , 	   , u	 and the distribution  is
Ž .unique. The inequality in 19 proves the theorem.
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